Title word cross-reference


-@NET [1236, 2120, 1204, 865, 285, 973, 1348].

/ [51]. /@garbage [1920].

'00 [2479, 33, 2481, 118, 119]. '01 [211].

16-bit [855].


28th [2483, 54].

6 [1716]. 64 [233, 364, 204].

'99 [16, 17].

= [534].

abandoned [1032]. ABCD [90]. abduction [2194]. Abstract [1190, 18, 985, 370, 926, 2293, 2363, 2366,

Compiler-assisted [2274].

Compiler-Directed [205, 1511, 1835, 743, 611, 1604, 1566, 2273].


Compiling [1417, 1866, 874, 2093, 606, 834, 653, 578, 1719, 1050, 1118, 1826].

complement [1853].

Complementing [1409].

Complete [1057, 2406, 2230, 1147, 2032, 2034, 884, 2321, 1631, 1735, 2089].


Component [539, 378, 62, 1890, 369, 922, 1488, 1662, 1462, 1456, 1508, 2126, 1607, 1261, 560, 899, 1083, 368].


composite [157]. composition [1126, 2134, 1330, 1243, 1565, 1468, 1643, 458, 2317, 1576, 801]. Compositional [2194, 420, 1722, 1106, 1315, 1635, 1535, 1529].


Computations [409, 1789, 2281, 2295].


Configuration [371, 1240, 1171]. configurations [676]. confined [455].

confinement [499, 955, 940]. confirmed [727]. conflict [803]. conflicting [2268].

Conflicts [619]. conformance [2424, 560]. congruences [490]. connected [1767].

Considerations [204]. Considered [546, 446, 1765, 2372]. consistency [683, 1769, 1268, 900]. consistent [742, 1329, 600, 1930]. constant [1024].
multitasking [447]. Multithreaded
[194, 232, 207, 2021, 2411, 575, 991, 2034, 904,
1546, 1809, 917, 331, 2275, 1782, 2110, 1091].
Multithreading
[206, 903, 777, 2229, 1681, 1280].
multivariate [1734]. musical [1234]. must
[1750]. Mutable [247]. mutandis [1328].
mutation [1987]. Mutatis [1328]. mutator
[2010]. mutators [1811]. mutual [1932].
mutually [2396]. MxYacc [1532]. Mython
[2452].
nail [546]. Naked [475]. name
[969, 1891, 1960, 885, 960]. nameplate
[1441]. names [255, 648, 1727]. NAND
1843]. nanopass [1148]. nanoscale
[1694, 2222]. narrowing [1445, 528].
narrowing-driven [1445, 528]. Native
[112, 1883, 113]. natural [629]. naturalistic
[966]. navigate [1371]. NB [2286].
NB-FEB [2286]. NDL [1095]. near [1596].
neural [556]. necessity [648]. Need
[426, 1611, 2147]. needs [591].
NePaTM [2284]. nesC [794]. Nested
[312, 44, 2267, 137, 341, 1705, 1643, 1255,
2284, 45]. nests [2274]. net [242]. netlists
[2096]. Network [656, 49, 365, 263, 1701,
342, 1386, 796, 675, 906, 1785, 1804, 2025,
2246, 337, 1094, 755, 1091, 1595].
network-on-chips [1804]. Networked
[192, 329, 794, 856]. Networks [190, 1511,
1510, 1270, 1786, 603, 1803, 2094, 1388].
near [242, 49]. new-age [453]. Newlines
[55, 56]. Newly [380]. News [120, 317, 31].
Next [376, 1495, 1184, 1517].
Next-Generation [376]. NEXTGEN
[1890]. NGMF [1257]. NIAM [48]. Ninth
[2477]. NIPL [326]. nitrO [827]. NixOS
[2097]. NNPS [49]. No
node [1286]. Nomadic [256]. Non
[153, 2386, 996, 804, 1484, 607, 893, 950,
2374, 985, 638, 2171, 1940, 507, 673, 1747].
on-aliasing [804]. non-blocking
[2171, 1747]. non-deterministic [2374].
non-interference [985]. Non-linear [996].
non-null [950]. non-orthogonal [607].
Non-parametric [2386]. non-size [507].
Non-stop [153]. non-strict [893, 638].
non-termination [1940]. non-uniform
[1484, 673]. nondestructive [2079].
noninterference [1500, 1326, 2362].
Noninvasive [1401, 294]. nonlinearity
[1142]. nonstandard [1725]. normal [886].
normalisation [975]. normalization [2106].
Notation [1896, 423, 62, 1540]. Notes
[1194, 1303, 969]. nothing [1880]. Notices
[30, 52, 1486, 1539]. Notification [372].
November [2477]. Null [196, 1904, 950].
NUMA [2427]. NUMA-aware [2427].
Numbering [1143, 557, 998, 141, 1752].
Numbers [1, 2, 1041, 1039, 1040, 1121].
numeric [1340]. numerical [171].

O [1628, 2377]. Object
[2478, 235, 158, 1035, 281, 24, 865, 128, 376,
951, 47, 1171, 473, 458, 29, 546, 474, 443,
1089, 1502, 1126, 582, 683, 1531, 957, 736,
180, 1484, 1316, 2024, 1087, 575, 1896, 1460,
92, 2409, 950, 1900, 438, 1177, 741, 176, 2115,
220, 1582, 1186, 1454, 624, 1346, 1976, 1455,
164, 617, 1263, 219, 1363, 1756, 162, 590, 944,
1481, 2410, 171, 936, 449, 1458, 1211, 1181,
2127, 635, 2428, 2174, 178, 2467, 2108, 2462,
1590, 237, 2458, 768, 1523, 270, 1644, 1264,
1265, 328, 790, 1125, 1588, 803, 1421, 327].
Object-Models [474]. Object-Oriented
[1035, 281, 47, 473, 29, 546, 474, 2478, 158,
1171, 458, 1502, 582, 1484, 1316, 2024, 1087, 575,
1896, 1460, 2409, 950, 438, 1177, 220, 1454,
624, 1346, 1976, 1455, 617, 219, 944, 936,
1181, 2127, 178, 2467, 1523, 1264, 1265, 790,
1125, 803]. objective [2393, 755]. Objects
[543, 519, 1184, 1235, 1898, 980, 2342, 456,
1624, 1154, 1246, 1847, 455, 762, 1243, 815,
686, 1003, 684, 2121, 1536, 157, 475, 1255,
Permission-based [1375]. Permission-based [1375].

Perl [1716]. Permission [1334, 1375]. Permission-based [1375].


PLDI [16, 17]. Pluggable [1592, 1468, 1645, 1008]. Point [1, 2, 1041, 1039, 1040, 1733, 2318].


Prediction [28]  Prediction-based [1690].

Predictive [1680].

Preference [1556].

Preference-directed [1641]. Preference-driven [1804].

Prefetch [1110].

Prefetching [1293].

Prefix [1793].

Preliminary [2286].

Preempting [1400].

Prevention [1181].

Price [414].

Primacy [1579].

Primitive [1785].

Principal [995].

Principled [299].

Principles [2483].

Print [2].

Priorities [759].

Prioritized [1413].

Proactive [1579].

Probabilistic [1887].

Problem [44].

Problems [27].

Procedural [783].

Procedures [723].

Proceedings [2477].

Process [105].

Processes [1372].

Processing [15].

Processor [352].

Processors [232].

Procrastination [1603].

Producing [2243].

Profile [108].

Profile-Based [108].

Profiled [299].

Profilers [1015].

Profiles [1055].

Profiling [203].

Program [2482].

Programming [2477].

Programmable [314].

Programmer [2087].

Programs [2477].

Proceedings [2477].
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Progress [2312, 1210, 2441, 2204, 2332].

Progressive [1238].

projects [965, 1267]. prolific [510].

Proposal [59, 60, 1908].

proprietary [1987]. prospects [2448].


provide [1508]. Providing [2431]. Proving [1744, 1797, 2171, 1940, 2328, 509, 1431, 811].


PULSE [2387]. Pure [739, 2055].


quadtree [913, 914]. quake [2253].

Qualified [1438]. qualifier [1899].

qualifiers [1374, 553, 1873]. qualities [1263]. quality [220, 1216, 1488, 2059].

quantification [1649]. quantified [1947].

Quantifying [303, 1472]. Quantitative [2025, 1320]. quantum [1325, 868, 1695].

Quartus [618]. quasi [160]. quasi-static [160].

Quick [612]. QuickCheck [154, 712, 2387]. Quicksilver [160]. Quotient [2099]. QVM [2109].

Tables [227, 2087, 1533, 755, 691].
TACO [473], tag [2134], tag-based [2134],
tagging [1877]. Tagless [649], taint [2307].
tall [2448]. Taming [796]. Tamper [1755, 199, 851]. Tamper-proofing [1755].
Tamper-resistant [851]. Tangible [1854].
tangled [1157]. Tapping [1985]. target [2247].
targets [587]. Tartan [1687]. task [2042, 609, 2289, 1686, 906, 2419, 856, 2344].
TCP/IP [1701]. teach [2146, 2384, 2159, 2162]. Teaching [963, 2152, 823, 711, 2145, 2151, 2155, 2156, 2158].
Tempo [115, 114]. Temporal [1675, 808, 2179, 509, 934]. Temporally [659]. Ten [1486, 1539, 1436]. Tenth [2100].
Tenuring [236]. terminating [1442].
tests [624, 1265, 445]. Tetris [1824]. text [1247, 2249]. textbooks [752]. textile [1093].
their [775, 1883, 459, 2376, 1811, 2223]. Them [416]. theorem [1936, 1431, 2185].
thermal [1604]. Thin [1056, 1778]. things [2140, 516, 542, 707]. thinking [2250, 2159].
third [1468, 2185]. third-party [1468].
Threaded [224, 1613, 2074, 1700, 2301, 1989, 1994, 803].
tier [1331]. TIL [1054]. tiled [1685, 1805].
time-analysis [1366]. time-bound [530].
TinyOS [1399]. Tired [1355]. TLC [1714]. TMS320C6000 [363]. Tokens [95, 96].
Tolerance [208, 1680]. tolerant
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